
Constitution Classifications
Written or unwritten

• A written constitution is a document which founds a political community and defines its chief political institutions, confers 
powers and circumscribes permissible limits. Example include the Constitution of the United States

• Whereas UK never adopted a single document so it sometimes said that the constitution of UK is “unwritten”.
Rigid or flexible (Dicey):

• A flexible constitution is one under which every law of every description can legally be changed with ease by one and the 
same body. 

• Whereas a rigid constitution is one under which certain laws generally known as constitutional or fundamental laws 
cannot be changed like ordinary laws. In order to effect a constitutional change, the legislative body may have to follow a 
special and more difficult procedure. 

Australia’s Constitution
Commonwealth of Australia was formed on 1st January 1901 by the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act (Imp)
Our system is a hybrid model between:

• United Kingdom – representation and responsible government
• United State – Federation, separation of powers & judicial review

Australian Constitution have both a written and unwritten part

• The written document known as “the Australian Constitution” is set out in s9 of the Commonwealth of Australia 
Constitution Act 1900. It is complemented by the Statute of Westminster 1931 (Imp) and the Australia Act 1986 (Cth) 
and is supplemented by the common law and unwritten conventions.

            

I. Parliament: 2 houses of Parliament plus the Queen, relationship between them and their powers.
II. The Executive: Queen, GG and Minister (plus departments)
III. The Judiciary: federal only, but has impacts on the State judiciary 
IV. Finance and Trade: central to much debate at federation
V. The States: fundamental to federation, saving of their powers
VI. New states (include territories power): no New States have joined the Commonwealth, but we have 
many internal and external territories.
VII. Miscellaneous (s 125 re seat of government, s 126 GG delegation)
VIII. Alteration of the Constitution (s 128)

• Each of the Australian States also has a written constitution supplemented by conventions and the common law.
Flexible and rigid Constitution

• Under the “rigid” Australian Constitution, amendments are initiated by the Commonwealth Parliament but can only be 
effected by a referendum satisfying the requirements of s 128.

• The Constitutions of the Australian States are for the most part flexible.

Australian History
Pre-1788 Indigenous Australians, their law and customs
1788 -- 1800s

• British settlement of the continent, arrival of British law

• Establishment of colonies, legal systems within them --> Absolute rule by Governor

• Magna Carta was signed by King John in 1812. Was not merely a peace treaty between the king and the barons. It was 
an important symbol in the limiting of the monarchical power. It has been reaffirmed by each of the monarch since.   
Formed the principle of the rule of law.
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• Colonial Laws Validity Act 1865
• It confirmed that colonial legislation (provided it had been passed in the proper manner) was to have full effect 

within the colony, limited only to the extent that it was not in contradiction with ("repugnant to") any Act of 
Parliament that contained powers which extended beyond the boundaries of the United Kingdom to include that 
colony. This had the effect of strengthening the position of colonial legislatures, while at the same time restating their 
ultimate subordination to the Westminster Parliament.

Middle / late 1800s

• Federation movement

• 1891 -- 1897 attempted at drafting Constitution: main difference -- involvement of ‘the people’ by referendum
1900 -- 1901 Federation / Constitution: Imperial Statute, not a revolution
1920 -- 1942

• Balfour Declaration leading to Statutes of Westminster (1931, 1942)

• The Parliament of Australia passed the Statute of Westminster Adoption Act in 1942. In order to clarify its war 
powers, this adoption was backdated to 3 September 1939, the beginning of the Second World War.

• Under s 2 of the Statute of Westminster, it provided that the Colonial Laws Validity Act, and thus the doctrine of 
repugnancy, did not apply to the Dominion (including Australia).

• Sec 3 removed the restriction that Dominions could not make laws with extraterritorial effect
• However, the Statute of Westminster left two impediments to full Australia independence:

• Under s 4, the United Kingdom could still legislate for the Commonwealth, albeit at the Commonwealth’s 
“request and consent”.

• The States were still bound by the doctrine of repugnancy (under the Colonial Laws Validity Act) and 
extraterritoriality. 

1986

• Australian Acts 1986

• Colonial Laws Validity Act has no operation in the States.
• Allowed State parliaments to legislate with extraterritorial effect

• Removed the power of the UK Parliament

• To disallow State legislation

• To require that certain classes of State legislation such as constitutional amendments be assented to in the 
UK

• No more appeals to Privy Council.

• Confirmed the HC’s position as the only “apex” court with power to shape the development of Australian law.

• Separation of powers.
1992 -- Mabo (reconsideration of settlement)
1999 Failed republican and preamble referenda

Path to Federation (Page 122)
The lead up to Federation in Australia was a process that had taken over 60 years of effort and fluctuating public interest. The 
idea first appeared in 1890s and was heavily promoted by Sir Henry Parkes, the Father of Federation. It was not until the 2 
conventions that the constitution was approved by the people via a referendum in 1898 and 1900 respectively. The draft Bill was 
sent to and enacted by the British Parliament as the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900 (IMP) which came into 
effect 1st January 1901.

Reasons for / against Federation
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Reasons for Federation Reasons against Federation

• Economic benefits: Removed tariff barriers between States, 
but the new issue was a federated Commonwealth would need to 
determine whether its tariff policy with regard to imports from 
overseas would be protectionist or free trade.

• National defence: fear of a common enemy from the 
expansion of German interest in the South Pacific and activities of 
the French.

• Nationalism: the proportion of Australian born was increasing.

• Different trade policy: Victoria had protectionist policy whereas 
NSW supported free trade. 

• Size: Small colonies may lose their identities and be dominated by 
larger colonies such as NSW. 

• Economic cost: There was a chance that larger colonies could be 
required to subsidise the struggling economies of Tasmania and 
South Australia, and, if it joined, Western Australia.

• Experience: The experience of other federation in the second half 
of the 19th century was less than inspiring, for example, the US 
had experienced a traumatic civil war.

• Others: Disputes over land policy and electoral reforms.

Once the colonies agreed on Federation, problem arose as to how to structure the federation within 
the Westminster system of government ( Parkinson p123)

Since Britain did not have a Federal System, Australia looked to other examples such as America, Canada and Switzerland.
Canadian model though to have a too powerful central government
The American model was deemed favourable because

• it protected the States’ rights. Some powers were left in Federal’s hands but most powers were within State jurisdiction. 
This was essentially the separation of powers.

• Also provided that the “senate should consist of equal number of members from each state while the House of 
representative should reflect the national distribution of population”

• Created a federal judiciary to decide whether the government had exceeded its ambit of power 

• Supremacy of federal laws over state laws in the event of inconsistency: s109

• Entrenchment s128.

Other debated issues during the path to federation
Whether appeals from HC should go to Privy Council (decided that HC should be the final court of appeal in matters of 
constitutional interpretation unless the public interest of another part of Her Majesty’s Dominions were involved).
Custom duties (decided that 3⁄4 would be paid to state for the first 10 years of federation)
Deadlock provision (agreed that following double dissolution of both Houses, only an overall majority --3/5 -- in a joint sitting of 
the Houses was required to resolve the deadlock)

The Act was finally passed in 1900
Assent by Queen was required because only an Act of the Imperial Parliament could provide legal basis for the federation of 
colonies
Although Australia largely adopted the US model it did not include a Bill of Rights.

Parliamentary Sovereignty
What is parliamentary sovereignty? 

“Parliament has the right to make and unmake any laws”

• No one including the courts has the right to override legislation made by parliament (but it can be struck down by judicial 
review if it is inconsistent with the constitution).

• Everyone including the court must obey the laws of Parliament
The role of “the people” is limited to voting at elections so there is no legal or effective means of challenging the government 
(e.g When Howard had majority in both upper and lower houses he pushed through with work choices 05-06. Despite its lack 
of popularity people had no effective legal means to challenge it before election).

• Electors are the political sovereigns

• Parliament is the legal sovereign (powers of law making unrestricted by legal limits). 
Judges develop a body of common law

• Not inconsistent with parliamentary sovereignty
• Parliament can override common law with statute 
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Limitation of Parliamentary Sovereignty
• External: Certainty and possibility that large number of subjects would disobey the laws.

• Internal:  The nature of the sovereign power ( based on moral principles; circumstances; societal pressure)

• If a law is entirely absurd such an act of genocide or murdering all blue eyed babies then significant number of electors 
will simply disregard and disobey the law. In such instances the political system will be under turmoil and will collapse.

• Social influences on the character of Parliament such as morality, societal beliefs and environmental & political 
circumstances.

• Dicey’s Parliamentary Sovereignty not applicable in Australia because we have Judicial review.

Is the British Parliament truly sovereign?
There are many things Parliament cannot do in practice. E.g. 

• Abolish trade unions

• Retrospective criminal laws
• Extend its own life

• Different laws for different people 

• Seize property

• Introduce communism
• Interfere with contracts

If there is a distinction between legal sovereignty and political sovereignty, is the former sovereignty at all?

• It would mean that the sovereignty parliament has is not supreme power like the scope of power of historic English kings 
before they were constrained by parliament and the Magna Carter.

• Descriptive relationship between the parliament and courts?
If Dicey is correct is saying that Parliament cannot bind future Parliament THEN

• The concept of parliamentary sovereignty is rather contradicting because if parliament is sovereign then it should have 
powers to change the nature of its own sovereignty. BUT arguably can future parliaments undo the change because they 
too are sovereigns? We are essentially engulfed in a circular argument.

What are the problems with Dicey’s view of parliamentary sovereignty?
Dicey’s view contains some fatal flaws that render it an inadequate analysis of parliamentary sovereignty

Inadequate weight placed on old common law principles (e.g. retrospective criminal laws)
Lack of authority to support his views

• Nothing to bind future parliament 

• No applicable statutes
• Heavily criticised by Blackstone

Explain what parliamentary sovereignty means but fails to explain why they should be sovereigns.

Why the doctrine is accepted?
The doctrine is not a dogma it is merely the way the political institution operates that leads to dogma.

a. Someone has to be sovereign (practical necessity)
b. We used to accept that King has sovereign power
c. Parliament used to have judicial power and the highest court in the land -->could make, interpret and apply laws
d. Parliament with limited power may not be able to deal with emergencies e.g. war
e. As contemporary circumstances change new parliament needs flexibility to create laws to adapt to those changes
f. By voting all subjects are deemed to consent to whatever Parliament does (really?)
g. The collective wisdom of the whole community, reflected in and expressed by Parliament is better than a single ruler that 

often leads to tyranny.
h. The King, Lords and Common places checks and balances on each other
i. Judges could not be trusted with authority to nullify Parliament’s judgment
j. Chances of tyranny or abuse by Parliament are not large enough to limit Parliament’s powers and accept all the negatives 

that come with such limitations. (benefit > costs)

Shaping Parliamentary Sovereignty preserver democracy?
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Doctrine of Parliamentary sovereignty itself may protect people against certain laws by Parliament e.g
• Laws depriving substantial portions of the electorate from the vote because they tend to prefer a different political party

• Laws abolishing democracy

• “A statute which threatened fundamentally the central tenets of our democracy could derive no authority from the 
doctrine of sovereignty, properly understood”

In Australia, the idea of parliamentary sovereignty must be understood in the context of the rigid limits and boundaries 
imposed by the federal Constitution, and to some extent by the State Constitution as well. 

The Rule of Law
According to Dicey 

The rule of law is the idea that no one can defy the law. It forms a fundamental principle of the constitution and has 3 
meanings

a. “the supremacy of law or predominance of the regular law over the influence of arbitrary power” 

• This limits the exercise of power by people in authority; arbitrary or discretionary powers to be constrained; 
Supremacy of law and limits on the government
➡not punished unjustly 

b. “equal subjection of all classes to the ordinary law of the land administered by the ordinary law courts. It excludes the 
idea of exemption of anyone from the duty of obedience to the law” 

• Equality of all men; particularly applies to officials and those in power.
➡Excludes the idea of any exemption of officials --> uniformly applied. 

c. “A formula for expressing that the law of the constitution is a consequence of the rights of individuals, as defined and 
enforced by the courts;

• The Constitution (the law) is the result of previous judicial decisions determining the rights of private persons.
➡This means the constitution is not the source of the law, but the consequence of inherent rights. We don’t derive 

our rights from the Constitution; the Constitution is the result of our rights.

According to Jennings 
Dicey view that all Englishmen are ruled by the law alone is not plausible because there could be discriminatory practices 
stemming from the legal order itself. This is true in the case of despotic states. There needs to be limitations on power of every 
political authority.   Dicey also ignored the concept of economic equality. It is difficult to attain social and economic equality.

The rule of law has something to do with the “content” of the law as well and may not be universal because
• it is based on liberal-democratic decisions (communism)

• can conflict ideologies that a powerful state leads to happiness

• can conflict with ideologies that there should be no universal principle underlying the state

• different cultural religious, historical ethos in different countries?
Phrases by Dicey like “Englishmen are ruled by the law, and the law alone – powers of crown derived from law” are to a 
certain extent, pure ideological rhetoric and lacks pragmatism because

• State’s powers are derived from the law but parliament makes those law, so what parliament grant excessive or arbitrary 
power because they are political sovereign?

• Despot (ruler) rules under the law he/she makes

• Some substantive limitation is required as a part of the constitutional principle, such as a separation of powers doctrine.
Rule of law is tied to the notion of equality and liberty but is very imprecise in its scope

• What equality does it refer to?

‣ E.g. political, economic?

‣ Special classes of law?

‣ No discretion in individual cases 

• What does liberty mean?

‣ Political freedom?

‣ Market forces?

‣ Individualism?  --> a social theory advocating the liberty, rights, or independent action of the individual
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Rule of law is not a complete guarantee of freedom just because we’ve elected our rulers
The ruler of law is more complicated than Dicey’s 3 points. It also involves some considerable limitations on powers of every 
political authority so that all government power (except legislative) shall be distributed and determined by reasonably precise 
laws.

In recent times the rule of law has been subjected to strong criticism, that its formation and neutrality is  simply masking the 
economic and political underpinnings of the law.

Criticism of the Rule of Law
According to Stone
Dicey ignored the ethical consideration to the rule of law. Rule of law cannot demand that a uniform rule on all matters for every 
person society without regarding the merits of varying situations. Dicey’ Rule of Law is a simplistic proposition because power is 
actually exercised based on the values of those subjects in power. The rule of law is not an identical concept in every country and 
could vary from traditions, political structures. But the common workings of every system is underlined in the need to protect an 
individual liberty.

Argues that the rule of law may be understood as an ethical and not just a legal doctrine
The heart of the rule of law that those in power recognises their power is only tolerated because of shared socio ethical 
convictions ( a point that Dicey’s doctrine fails to consider)
Substantive content of the law is also important and the existence of a responsible legislature 
The rule of law doesn’t demand uniform rule of all matters for every person in society as suggested by Dicey. Instead there 
are varying situations. Merely conformity to the law is not sufficient, instead we need conformity to the ideal “rule of law”.
The rule of law cannot be reduced to 3 formal propositions suggested by Dicey.

Reports by International Commission of Jurist 1959 
Defines rule of law as: the principles, institution and procedures (may often differ but broadly similar), experiences and 
tradition of lawyers in different countries that operate to protect individuals from arbitrary governments.
Rule of law is “convenient term to summarise a combination of ideals and practical legal experience”. It is based on 2 ideals

• That power of the State must be derived and exercised lawfully AND

• That the law is based “on respect for the supreme values of human personality”
The rule of law implies that without regard to the content of the law, all power of the state derived from and should be 
exercised in accordance with the law. However the law itself is based on respect for the supreme value of human personality.

Is the rule of law applied in Australia?
HC has acknowledge that the rule of law is implicit but undefined part of the Australian constitutional system
However it is a vague concept, its  relevance is limited depending on how you view the concept (i.e. which version of the rule of 
law should you apply)
Although the rule of law is a fundamental norm in the modern Australia society in some areas (e.g. Anti terrorism laws where 
much power is given to executive without checks on their power) it may be undermined.

Reconciling Parliamentary Sovereignty and the Rule of Law
Here the main question is whether the parliament is the sovereign as they make the laws or is the law the sovereign that is 
parliament’s power is also effectively derived from the law itself.

Dicey’s reconciliation (p95)
Are they mutually exclusive? Meaning that they are independent of each other? OR do they coexist in harmony?

• “Sovereignty of Parliament favours the supremacy of the law of the land”

➡Although they may appear to oppose each other as a form of check and balances but law of the land is the true 
sovereign.

Parliament can only exercise its power through statutes which must be created following the proper process (which require 
deliberation) and then interpreted by the courts.
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• Entrenches the power of the courts
• Statutes become subject of judicial interpretation

• English parliaments has never except during revolutions exercised direct executive power to appoint executive 
governments.

Dicey’s reconciliation of the 2 has been largely unconvincing because rule of law prevents arbitrary government actions but if 
parliament is  sovereign it should have plenary powers to legislate and not be bound by the rule of law. Clear contradiction in 
definition.

Jenning’s view on Dicey’s reconciliation 
Public authorities have wide discretionary powers even in the time of Dicey.

• Take property without compensation during war or for purpose of reservoirs 

• Compelled to leave work in order to serve jury or military

• Liberty restrained in times of war
• Jailed indefinitely for contempt of court

Laws are often passed quickly without deliberation (careful consideration)

• When a bill is passed is will become the subject of judicial interpretation unless government provides otherwise. If govt 
dislike the interpretation given they can simply reverse the interpretation by inserting a new section or make alterations 
to clarify the legislation.

Dicey’s reasons why we don’t need a Bill of Right
Charters of rights give rights but often don’t specify a remedy for breach of mechanism for enforcement
Rights given in legislative form are always accompanied by a means of enforcement within the legislation itself so to have a bill 
of rights would be repetitive and inefficient.
Because Charters of rights are considered extraneous to the ordinary body of law – they can be susceptible to being 
suspended in times of emergency. Where rights are inherent to the system they are less susceptible to this.-->Then what is the 
point of them?

Rule of Law and Civil Liberties
Does the rule of law provide an adequate framework for protecting civil liberties?

• Do we need positive rights of assembly, rights to form political parties, rights against excessive police action?

• Has Dicey exaggerate the extent to which courts are willing to use common law principles to restrain draconian 
legislation?

• Case to illustrate reluctance of Judicial Interference

‣ Malone V Metropolitan Police Commissioner

- Plaintiff claimed injunction to restrain the telephone tapping

- He was accused of some stole property

- The judge held that the telephone tapping could be carried without the breach of law and therefore it was 
allowed.

- Ignorance of an individual’s liberty.

★Common law is slow to develop along the lines of human rights.

• Case to illustrate Judiciary Role in protecting Individual liberties

‣ See Potter V Minahan

Has Dicey’s view against Bill of Rights prevailed in UK? (p100)
No it has not prevailed

• Human Rights Act 1988 (UK) --> statutory bill of rights – incorporated the European Convention for the Protection of 
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 1950 into UK law

• If statute is inconsistent with it only judicial remedy is a “declaration of incompatibility”

‣ May trigger statutory amendments or

‣ Amendments by executive order in extreme cases.

Other ways to reconcile Rule of Law with Parliamentary Sovereignty
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Presumption (to be known as an aspect of the principle of legality) --  the judges’ power of interpreting statues
• The presumption is that statues are not intended to alter the common law, and they are not intended to impair civil 

liberties or fundamental human rights. 

Potter v Minahan (1908) – p100

• FACTS - Word immigrant in Immigration restriction Act 1901 interpreted as excluding 
Australian born people returning from overseas thus lead to the appellant being treated 
an immigrant (Australian born).

• HELD - Court held that an Australian-born person returning from overseas could not be 
regarded as an “immigrant” on the grounds that it is unlikely that legislature would 
overthrow fundamental principles, infringe rights of common law without expressing clear 
intention to do so.

Waterside Workers (1924) - p101 • HELD - To overcome the presumption something equivocal must be found either in the 
context or the circumstances (Issacs J)

Principle of legality – is the legal ideal that requires all law to be clear, ascertainable and non-retrospective. It requires decision 
makers to resolve disputes by applying legal rules that have been declared beforehand, and not to alter the legal situation 
retrospectively by discretionary departures from established law. It is  closely related to legal formalism and the rule of law and 
can be traced from the writings of Dicey.

R v Home Secretary (1998) - p 102

• FACTS - Statutory language wide and unambiguous but Court held that the Home 
secretary acted unlawfully in fixing a minimum non-release period for a prisoner 
conviction of murder.

• HELD - Courts don’t legislate in vacuum – statutes can be detailed but much goes 
unsaid because legislators assume that statute will be interpreted by court within the 
context of the great body of law and legal principles that already exist.

• Principles that even widely drafted discretionary powers must be exercise 
reasonably

• “these presumptions of general application not supplement statute but operate at a 
higher level as expression of fundamental principles governing both civil liberties 
and the relations between parliament, executive and the court. They operate as 
constitutional principles which are not easily displaced by statutory text”.

• “unless there is the clearest provision to the contrary, Parliament must be presumed 
not to legislate contrary to the rule of law”.

• Lord Steyn found a broader principle that postulates that European liberal democracy is 
founded upon principles and tradition of the common law

Coco v The Queen (1994) - p 101

• FACT – Coco’s conviction for attempted bribery of federal police quashed by High Court. 
Evidence obtained through secret listening device installed in Coco’s factory by disguised 
police

• Invasion of Privacy Act (QLD) authorised installation
• AFP Act (CTH) negated need for authorisation

• HELD – neither of above could authorise unlawful entry by means which the device had 
been installed because there is a presumption that legislation had not intend so as to 
protect fundamental rights of individuals unless there is a clear implication that 
authority’s entry was intended.

• Invasion of Privacy Act (QLD) authorised installation --> perhaps construed as 
allowed to install but entry is a separate issue.

Juridical Review
Judicial review is the power of a body (usually a court) to construe legislation to ensure compliance with constitutional limits.
Australian constitution assumes that were a statute is enacted by any Australian parliament that exceeds the powers 
recognised by constitution any court (but in practice, the High court) has the power to declare the act invalid.

Is judicial review democratic?
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Against For

• Judiciary is unelected, and therefore they should not be permitted 
to strike down law made by elected representatives of the 
people, and so infringe on parliamentary sovereignty.

• Judges are appointed by political parties, political bias of judges 
not democratic.

• Democratic election is a form of review, judicial review is 
redundant.

• Imbalance of power between courts/parliaments.
• If courts look after repugnant legislations then which body looks 

after the court? “Who watches the watchmen?”

• Popular sovereignty: constitution upholds the will and the 
demands of people and in order to preserve it Judges should be 
conferred the power to strike down unconstitutional laws

• Judges are appointed by elected representatives of the people 
(parliament)

• Can protect minorities from unfair majority
• Judicial review is appropriately limited by the constitution; courts 

can only adjudicate matters in dispute that come before them. 
• Courts powers of interpretation are not indefinitely wide, and if 

Courts were thought to be abusing its position as interpreter it 
would lose respect and cease to be effective. (Lucas p6)

Can judiciary determine validity of legislation
Marbury v Madison was a landmark United States Supreme Court case in which the Court formed the basis for the exercise of 
judicial review in the United States under Article III of the Constitution. The landmark decision helped define the boundary 
between the constitutionally separate executive and judicial branches of the American form of government.

Marbury v Madison (US case)

• There are three ways a case can be heard in the Supreme Court: (1) filing directly in the Supreme Court; (2) filing in a lower 
federal court, such as a district court, and appealing all the way up to the Supreme Court; (3) filing in a state court, appealing 
all the way up through the state's highest courts, and then appealing to the Supreme Court on an issue of federal law. The 
first is an exercise of the Court's original jurisdiction; the second and third are exercises of the Supreme Court's appellate 
jurisdiction.

• Because Marbury filed his petition for the writ of mandamus directly in the Supreme Court, the Court needed to be able to 
exercise original jurisdiction over the case in order to have the power to hear it.

• Marshall (judge) first examined the Judiciary Act of 1789 and determined that the Act purported to give the Supreme 
Court original jurisdiction over writs of mandamus. Marshall then looked to Article III of the Constitution, which defines 
the Supreme Court's original and appellate jurisdictions (see Relevant Law above). Marbury had argued that the 
Constitution was only intended to set a floor for original jurisdiction that Congress could add to. Marshall disagreed and 
held that Congress does not have the power to modify the Supreme Court's original jurisdiction. Consequently, Marshall 
found that the Constitution and the Judiciary Act conflict.

➡For limitations of a constitution to be meaningful it must not be easily changed by an Act of Parliament.

➡Also if law of Parliament is inconsistent with Constitution then courts can either

✓ Let law prevail and disregard constitution OR (if this is true the written constitution is meaningless)

✓Constitution prevail and disregard law
★This was an important case as it entrenched idea of judicial review and has yet to be overturned. Therefore if a piece of 

legislation is repugnant or unconstitutional courts can declare it invalid

Cooper v Aaron (US case)
Held that it was “settle doctrine” that the constitution was “supreme law of the land.” It is the court’s role and duty to say what 
the law is and so no state governor has power to nullify an order by the court; if he did then the constitution would be reduced 
to “solemn mockery” and a series of “impotent phrases”.

Separation of Powers
What is the Separation of Powers?

Divides power into 3 arms (Phillips & Jackson p9)1

• The legislative function is the making of new laws and alteration or repeal of existing laws.
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1. Outgoing president and Secretary of 
state introduced legislation doubling 
the size of the judiciary and nominating 
many new judges who has sympathetic 
views.

2. Commission was provided to all judges 
except 4 including Marbury before the 
presidency term ended.

3. These 4 judges demanded new president 
Jefferson to give them commission but was 
refused.

4. They applied to Supreme Court for a writ 
of Mandamus to compel Jefferson to give 
them commission.

Held, although the appointment itself was 
valid, a writ of mandamus could not be issued 
because Judiciary Act of 1789, which 
empowered the Court to do so, was itself 
unconstitutional. 

1. State of Arkansas amended the state 
constitution to provide that the 
desegregation that had taken place were 
unconstitutional and the legislature was to 
oppose the desegregation that the US 
supreme court had ordered.

2. Little Rock School sought an order from 
the court to allow them to stop further 
desegregation because of riots and 
protests



• The executive/administrative function is the general and detailed carrying on of government according to law i.e. 
implementation of government.

• The judicial function consists of the interpretation of law and application by rule or discretion to facts of case.
Argues that liberty is best protected by separating all three arms of government because, (Baron de Montesquieu p9)2

• When legislative and executive powers are united there can be no liberty, tyrannical laws are created and executed
• When judicial is  united with legislative and executive, subjects exposed to arbitrary control, for the judges will be the 

legislators and might behave with violence and oppression.

Can we really separate powers?
It is impossible to adopt a complete separation of powers but checks and balances in power has developed between three 
arms. (Gerald Carney p10)3

• Additional factors need to be considered in Australian context

• Responsible government, that is, executive is responsible to the people through the legislature. 
• As a consequence, s 64 of the Constitution provides all Ministers (members of the executive) MUST be 

members of Parliament (the legislature). 

➡Therefore, there is  a blurring of line between executives and legislatives as required by the Australian 
Constitution. 

• But, the judiciary is more strictly separated from the other arms. 

• S 76 of Australia constitution confers that the High court will have jurisdiction in all matters arising under the 
constitution or involving its interpretation.

Argues that in a sense administration subverts the tripartite system : (Julius Stone p11)4

• This raises the question of is administration properly party of executive or legislative function? Or is it a 4th arm of 
government? 

➡This is because there is a growth in independent commissions, given tasks and specific powers to act like a court 
e.g. tribunals.

Federation (Outline)
Federation can be seen through the position of

• The States

• The people of the States.
Legislative powers

• Commonwealth has specific legislative powers (s 51)

• The States retain general legislative power, subject to the Constitution (s 107, 108)

• Subject to s 109 which provides Commonwealth’s power will prevail over inconsistent State legislation.
• The ability of States to refer powers to the Commonwealth.

Maintenance of the States

• s 106: the Constitution of the States are continued.

• High Court doctrine protects the States by limiting what the Commonwealth can do to a State (it cannot destroy a State, 
or essential governmental institution of a State)

Privileged status of the people of the States

• People choose senators (s 7);

• People are counted in both majorities for s 128 referenda.
• No disability or discrimination is allowed among the States (s 117)

• People of Territories: however, no guaranteed federal vote. (s 7, s 24)
Operation of federalism in the structure of both House of Parliament

• House of Representative

1. Introduction
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2 The Spirit of the Laws.
3 Separation of Power in the Westminster System.
4 Social Dimension of Law and Justice.



• s 24: members chosen by the people of the Commonwealth, but number of members in each State dependant on 
the respective numbers of the people in each State

• Each original State to receive minimum 5 members regardless of population (s 24)
Senate: The State House?

• Senate shall be composed of senators for each State, and directly chosen by the people of the States (s 7)

• Original State must have minimum 6 senators.
• Original States to have equal number of senators, regardless of population.

Powers of each House (especially limits on Senate) come from federalism concerns 

➡A compromise between majority rule (House of Representative) and representation of the State (Senate)
But, also need to consider practical interaction between State and Commonwealth
➡In reality, Commonwealth has financial advantage and legislative advantage due to history and High Court interpretation 

of Commonwealth powers.

1. Introduction
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Amending the Commonwealth Constitution
The Constitution itself incorporates, in s 128, the referendum mechanism by which it may be changed.

• However, achieving reform has proved difficult, with the political and other obstacles often proving insurmountable. Since 
1901, 8/44 proposals put to the people have succeeded.

✓The result is that the Constitution remains almost as it was in 1901, ‘constitutionally speaking the frozen continent’.
Justice John Toohey of the High Court referred to the argument that written constitution create a “two-track lawmaking 
system”. 5

• Under such a system, “the normal lawmaking path” lies through Parliament, but changes to the Constitution, that is --  to 
“the judgments previously made in the higher law accents of We the People” -- must go down “a higher lawmaking 
track”. 

• In Australia, this means a referendum under s 128. 
While Toohey claims that popular amendment means judicial enforcement of the constitution serves the popular will, the 
practicality is that if the model does not work, or ‘the people’ are reluctant or unable to use it, does it serve the popular will?
A proposed law for the alteration of the Commonwealth Constitution must be (under s 128):

• Involves a number of institutions / groups: both Houses of Parliament, the Governor-General, the electors

• Double majority reflects federal concerns
i. passed by an absolute majority of both Houses of the Federal Parliament, or by one House twice; and
ii. at a referendum, passed by a majority of the people as a whole, and by a majority of the people in a majority of 

the states (i.e. in at least 4/6 states).
★Note: there is  compulsory voting (s 45 Referendum (Machinery Provisions) Act 1984 (Cth)), pamphlets of no more 

than 2000 words are sent out, and assent by the G-G is required.

Amendment of State Constitutions
Each State Parliament has power to amend the constitution of its State, subject to such binding 
manner and form requirements as the Parliament itself has been able to impose in the exercise of 
that power.

States in Empire

• States were colonies, within the British Empire
• States had constitutional documents (legislation) from colonial times, continuing post-federation: s 106

• However, Imperial laws affected the powers of the colonies / States.
The power to enact a law includes the power to repeal or amend the law.
Can previous parliaments govern/bind future parliaments?

✓ It seems Yes at Federal level due to the Constitution.

✓No at state level, because the Constitutions are pieces of legislation, and traditional Dicean theory stresses parliamentary 
sovereignty, or the belief in the ability of parliaments to regulate themselves.

• But a higher authority may give a Parliament the power to do so. 
The source of power to entrench a law must therefore come from a higher source. In the case of the States it came originally 
from Imperial legislation, and then from the Australia Acts 1986 (Cth).

• The Colonial Laws Validity Act 1865 (‘CLVA’) ceased to apply to the States upon the commencement of s 2 and 3 of the 
Australia Acts 1986 (Cth) and the State Parliaments were given full legislative power.

s 6 of the Australia Acts 1986 provides

6. Notwithstanding sections 2 and 3(2) above, a law made (THE AMENDING LAW) after the commencement of this Act 
by the Parliament of a State respecting the constitution, powers or procedure of the Parliament of the State shall be of 
no force or effect unless it is made in such manner and form as may from time to time be required by a law 
(ENTRENCHING PROVISION) made by that Parliament, whether made before or after the commencement of this Act.

2. Constitution Amendment
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Each colonial (now state) Parliament was to have a continuing power to re-enact and re-write its own Constitution Act. In other 
words, these were flexible, not rigid, constitutions.

Taylor v A-G of Queensland (1917) 23 CLR 457
Injunction to stop referendum overturned by HCA on condition no action was taken on its  result until constitutional issues 
resolved. Referendum failed, on constitutional matters the HCA held that the act was valid by relying on s5 of the Colonial Laws 
Validity Act.

Decided that the legislative power conferred by the CLVA did confer full constituent power ‘to make laws respecting the 
Constitution, powers and procedure of such Legislature’ (s 5), provided that such Laws shall have been passed in such Manner 
and Form as may from time to time be required.’

Established that the QLD Legislative Council could be abolished (and was in 1921).

McCawley v The King [1920] AC 691
Privy Council affirmed the power of the QLD legislature to pass s 6(6), and thereby to effectively amend that State’s Constitution.

This power (to amend Constitution) could be exercise impliedly, that is, even in the absence of an express intention in s 6(6) to 
amend the Constitution Act.

Lord Birkenhead
It was not the policy of the Imperial Legislature, at any relevant period, to shackle or control in the matter suggested the 
legislative powers of the nascent Australian legislatures.
What was given was given completely, and unequivocally, in the belief fully justified by the event, that these young communities 
would successfully work out their own constitutional salvation.

➡This case illustrates that a state could amend its state legislations through an act that is inconsistent but nevertheless, provides 
implied meaning that it could repeal a legislation.

Manner and Form Requirements
Manner and form requirements are restrictive procedures.
They restrict the legislative powers of the Parliament by requiring that laws on certain topics may only be enacted by a special 
and more difficult procedure.

There are usually three elements to any manner and form problem.

1. There are the ‘entrenched provisions’.
• For example, ss 8 and 9 of a hypothetical Constitution Act 1950 might provide: 

a. There shall be a Legislative Council comprised of 30 Members chosen directly by the electors.
b. It shall be compulsory for all electors to vote in elections for the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative 

Council.
2. There are the ‘entrenching provisions’ (or the ‘manner and form’ provisions).

• These provide that certain sections cannot be amended or repealed, or laws on certain matters cannot be 
enacted without following a particular ‘manner’ (eg a special majority or referendum) or a particular ‘form’ (eg a 
law that contains a particular form of words). For example, s 32 of the hypothetical Constitution Act 1950 might 
provide:

• A Bill that abolishes the Legislative Council or expressly or impliedly repeals or amends sections 9-15 or this 
section shall not be presented to the Governor for assent until it has been approved by the electors in a 
referendum.

3. There is the ‘amending law’ (or ‘repealing law’)
• This seeks to amend or repeal the ‘entrenched law’. For example, the Constitution Amendment Act 2008 might 

provide:
a. The Legislative Council shall be abolished.
b. Voting for the Legislative Assembly shall be voluntary.

2. Constitution Amendment
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1. When Thomas McCawley was 
commissioned as the first President of 
the new Industrial Court, his commission 
purported to appoint him to the SC 
“during good behaviour”.

2. However, when he presented himself at the 
SC to take the judicial oath, members of 
the bar objected.

3. It was argued that s 6(6) of Industrial 
Arbitration Act 1916 (Qld) was 
unconstitutional if it was capable of 
authorising an appointment of SC for a 
seven-year term. 

4. Section 15 of the Constitution Act 1867 
(Qld) declared that the commission of all 
present and future judges “shall be, 
continue and remain in full force during 
their good behaviour”.

Issue: whether the Industrial Arbitration in 
s6(6) impliedly limited a Supreme Court 
judge’s term to seven-years, contrary to s15 of 
the Constitution Act 1867 (QLD).
The Privy Council affirmed the powers of the 
Queensland legislature to pass S 6 (6) 
thereby effectively to amend the state’s 
constitution.

1. In 1908, after a protracted political 
deadlock between the two Houses of 
the Queensland Parliament, the 
Parliamentary Bills Referendum Act 1908  
(Qld) was enacted as a way of resolving 
such deadlocks in the future.

2. The Act established an “alternative” 
legislative procedure: if a Bill was twice 
passed by the Legislative Assembly in two 
successive sessions, and twice rejected by 
the Legislative Council in two successive 
sessions, it might then be submitted to a 
referendum and, if approved, might then be 
presented for the Royal Assent.

Issue: whether the Queensland Parliament 
had the power to enact the Parliamentary 
Bills Referendum Act, that is, to create an 
alternative legislative procedure bypassing the 
Legislative Council.



Manner and Form Troubleshooting
1. Nature of amending law
Is the amending law one respecting the ‘constitution, powers or procedure’ of the Parliament? Eg does it concern how the 
Parliament or its Houses are comprised?

• If it relates only to the judiciary, or local government or some other subject, then the effectiveness of the manner and form 
provision will not be supported by the Australia Acts.

• (Query whether there is any other source of entrenchment – s 106 of the Commonwealth Constitution or the Ranasinghe 
principle).

2. Does the amending law seek to amend or repeal an entrenched provision contrary to the requirements of the 
entrenching provision?

3.Double entrenchment
If yes, then is the entrenching provision doubly entrenched? This means, can the entrenching provision itself be amended by 
ordinary legislation, or does it protect itself by requiring that the manner and form requirement it imposes also applies to 
amendments or repeals to itself.

• If it is not doubly entrenched, then the amending law will also have the effect of impliedly amending the entrenching provision 
so that it does not need to comply with manner and form requirements.

• If it is double entrenched, then go to 4.

4. Abdication
Is the entrenching provision 

• really a purported abdication of legislative power?

‣ Any provision that says that the Houses of Parliament cannot enact a law without getting the permission of some 
external body (eg a tribunal, a company, a local council) other than the people in a referendum, is a purported abdication 
of legislative power. The Parliament has no capacity to abdicate its power, so such a provision would be ineffective.

‣ Also if the manner and form requirements are too stringent or the special majority is too high. ‘There must be a point at 
which the special majority provision would appear as an attempt to deprive the Parliament of powers rather than as a 
measure to prescribe the manner and form of their exercise.’ (Westlakes)

5.Consequences
Consider the consequences of a breach of the manner and form provision.

• Under the CLVA there was no power to enact the entire amending law.

• Under the Australia Acts the entire amending law is of ‘no force or effect’.

Consider also, if relevant, the issue of justiciability.
Should the court intervene before the Governor gives assent to the amending Bill, or wait for it to be challenged once it has 
become a law? 

• In general, courts prefer to deal with the issue of the validity of a law after it is enacted (Cormack v Cope). 
• However, exceptions are sometimes made if the law expressly prohibits a Bill being presented to the Governor unless it 

complies with a manner and form procedure (Trethowan) and 

• where there would be no remedy or it would not be in the public interest to wait until the Bill received assent (Marquet)

Manner Requirement
Attorney-General (NSW) v Trethowan (1931) 44 CLR 395
Reasoning in NSWSC (approved by HCA):
1. If s 7A had not been doubly entrenched, (i.e. if there was no sub-s (6)), the whole of s 7A could have been repealed.
2. On the same hypothesis, once s 7A was repealed, the Legislative Council could be abolished by an ordinary act of Parliament.

2. Constitution Amendment
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Constitution
• Composition of parliament – NOT the 

written Act
• Does include the method of electoral 

distribution, for example, subject to the 
absolute majority manner and form 
requirement, AG (WA) v Marquet (2003)) 
– it held that “constitution” is broader than 
just abolishing/changing houses – but did 
no specify just how broad.

• Powers – legislative power and 
Parliamentary power (eg. contempt)

• Procedure – Procedure for reading Bills

1. Following the success of the QLD 
Labor Party in abolishing the QLD 
Upper House, the NSW Labor Party 
attempted to follow suit.

2. Section 7A of the Constitution Act 1902 
(NSW) (entrenched provision) meant that 
the Legislative Council could not be 
abolished without a referendum and also, 
by virtue of sub-s (6) (entrenching 
provision), that s 7A itself could not be 
amended or repealed without a 
referendum.

3. sub-s (6): ‘The provisions of this section 
shall extend to any Bill for the repeal or 
amendment of this section.’

• Thus, if s 7A “entrenched” the 
constitutional status of the Legislative 
Council, sub-s (6) made this a “double 
entrenchment”.

4. In 1930, the Legislative Council itself took 
the initiative and passed, without a 
referendum, a Bill purporting to repeal s 
7A. The legislative Assembly then passed 
the Bill.

5. Two members of the Legislative Council 
sued in the NSWSC for an injunction to 
prevent the Bill from being presented to 
the Governor for the Royal Assent. 

Issues: can s 7A be effectively repealed 
without a referendum?


